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The prefrosh are coming! The prefrosh are coming! 

BY ERIK STREED 

-
Prefrosh weekend starts next Thurs

day, April 17th when a fresh infusion of 
JfOspective members of the Class of 
2001 from around the country. At least 
165 tender young high school seniors will 
be testing the institutional waters of 
Caltech for four days. On Sunday, the 
lOth these prefrosh will return from 
whence they came, many returning again 
ilSeptember as fully fledged frosh . 

have social events planned for the week
end in addition to the usual flicking and 
other random happenings which occur. 

During their visit, each prefrosh will 
stay with an undergraduate host. More 
than just occupants of 12 sq. ft of floor 

space, prefrosh need their hosts to answer 
basic questions about Cal tech and find 
representatives for more detailed ques
tions. Hosts are also expected to show 
their prefrosh the campus and in general 
make sure their stay is pleasant. This is 

especially important in the South Hovses, 
whose architecture is confused at best. 

Requests can range from locating a 
nearby Tech editor for a prefrosh inter
ested in journalism or finding a friendly, 
flashlight bearing , Tech editor for a 
prefrosh interested in getting subterra
nean. Write for the Tech, prefrosh. Write 
for the Tech. 

For most frosh this event marks the 
beginning of the end to their froshliness. 
Prefrosh weekend is the first event where 
most frosh got a first taste of things to 
come. Now the Class of 2000 stands on 
the other side of the looking glass for the 
first time . 

The Admissions Office has a host of 
lfical activities planned to introduce the 
~rosh to life at Caltech. Unlike last 
,ear, the Noble Laureate dog and pony 
.,w will not return and more traditional 
iir will dominate the weekend. Lab 
1I1fS, informational sessions, and a few 
f\osh classes will fill the day on Friday. 
ASCIT has a party planned for 10:oop.m. 
Silurday in Dabney Hall. Most houses Jim Pierce leading his flock of prospective students 

The Tech would like to remind the 
undergraduates that Rotation Rules are 
in effect. Don't unfairly bias the prefrosh. 
Basically, don ' t rip on other houses or 
talk about upcoming social events. How
ever, previous social events are fair game. 

StudentlFaculty Conference to occur on Tuesday 
'message from the Academics 
lid Research Committe on the 
1fItStudent-Faculty Conference 

The Academics Research 
I:ommittee is sponsoring the 
E d Caltech Student Faculty 
Conference on April 15th, start
iIg at 9:30am in Baxter Lecture 
Ball. ASCIT holds this confer
lICe every three years in order 
Itfacilitate communication be
!leen the faculty and the stu
.ts. The goal of the confer
lICe is to determine which prob
IIns with student life here at 
Caltech most need to be ad
iessed, and to engender pos
rille solutions through discus
lion and input from both the fac
IIty and students. Thus the pro
feasors have been encouraged to 
either cover non-essential mate
riaJ during the conference times, 

or to discontinue class during 
that time. Student body mem
bers and faculty who come to 
listen or to voice their opinions 
are entirely welcome. 

The topics covered change 
each conference to address the 
ideas that have a great deal of 
immediate relevance. This year, 
three committees were instituted 
for the purpose of examining the 
issues of the Purpose of Under
graduate Life, the Honor Sys
tem, and Student Life. They 
have been meeting now for sev
eral months, and each commit
tee has formulated ideas that 
bring some of the difficulties of 
student life into focus. The Un
dergraduate Purpose committee 
studied what the undergraduate 
education here at Caltech pre
pares students for in the real 
world, and the quality of that 

The schedule of the 
Conference is as follows: 

9:00-9:30 
9:30-9:45 
9:45-12:00 

12:00-1:00 

1:00- 3:15 
3: 15-3:45 
3:30-5:45 
5:45-6:00 
6:00 

Continental Breakfast 
Opening Remarks 

unde~rr u~te Purpose 
ommrttee 

Lunch, 
everyone's on their own 
Student Life Committee 
Snack 
Honor System Committee 
Closing Remarks 
Dinner on the Olive Walk 

education. The Student Life 
Committee wanted to improve 
the communication between the 
faculty and the students. They 
studied different approaches to 
open communication pathways 
and discussed problematic areas 
like the current Advising system 
for undergraduates. The main 
focus of this group is to facili
tate communication during the 
conference, so they would like 
people to come and voice their 
thoughts and opinions about the 
problems facing undergraduates 
here, the places were miscom
munication between the students 
and the faculty occurs repeat
edly, and the ability of the ad
ministration to resolve the issues 
that the student population 
brings to the forefront. The 
Honor System Committee dis
cussed possible improvements 
to the BOC (Board of Control) 
and possible ways of educating 
the faculty about the purpose of 
the Honor System and how the 
BOC operates. These commit
tees will be presenting the ideas 
they have generated and encour
aging the audience to both think 
and speak about undergraduate 
life here at Caltech. 

The individual committee 
presentations/discussion can be 
attended separately. If there are 
questions about the committees, 
the House ARC representatives 
can be consulted or the commit
tee heads. The committee heads 
are Seth Blumberg as the Under
graduate Purpose chair, Ellis 

Meng as the 
Student Life 
cha ir, and 
Geoff Smith 
as the Honor 
System chair. 
House Arc 
reps will be 
making an
nouncements 
about the con
ference. Also, 
the Caltech 

(ONFER£N (E 

B A lC,.. Ell ~EC Tl>ft c 

weekly calen
dar has the 
schedule in
formation . 
The aim of 
this conference is to give the stu
dents a forum to express their 
ideas about aspects of life at 
Cal tech , and how they can be 
improved. Audience participa
tion is necessary for the confer
ence to fully benefit the Caltech 
community. Students and fac
ulty are definitely encouraged to 
voice their concerns and well
thought out opinions. All of 
these committees have met to 

HALL 

formulate ideas about specific 
issues, but the main focus of the 
conference is to be a vehicle for 
the express ion of student and 
faculty views about the quality 
of life, learning, and living here 
at Caltech. Express your views 
now, because it will be another 
three years before the next fo
rum of this kind! 

'I)evi Thota • ..A'1l[ Secretary 
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(excerpts from) 

Research Strategy: Teach 
(American Scientist v.84, #1, pp.20-22) 

BY ROALD H OFFMANN, CHEMISTRY 

PROFESSOR AT CORNEll. 

Coruiensed by Roben Rossi 
Roald Hoffmann wrote a 

lengthy article proposing a symbi
otic relationship exists between cut
ting-edge, "big" research (like that 
canied out at Caltech and Cornell) 
and undergraduate education. Some 
of his arguments are condensed here. 

Hoffmann began by emphasiz
ing the similarities between present
ing new research results and present
ing new ideas to students. He went 
on to suggest that the techniques one 
uses in teaching others are equally 
applied by researchers in attempting 
to enlighten themselves with regard 
to unsolved mysteries in science. 

Hoffmann then presented what 
he views as some of the key symbi
otic interactions between research 
work and teaching efforts. Here's 
an excerpt: 

... undergraduates take in not 
only the subject maUer of their 
courses; they are also extraordinar
ily sensitive to the person of the pro
fessoroutsidetheclassroom. Do you 
realize what an effect it has on an 
undcrgraduate to go into the library 
to study on Saturday afternoon, ev
eryone else at the football gamc, and 
sec there his organic chemistry pro
fe ssor Sil for two hours looking 
through, and taking notcs on, the 
new joumaJs that have come in that 
week? Or in the course of a sum
mer job to sit in on research group 
meetings, hear the family-like ban
ter, feel what it is like to leam that 
you ' ve been scooped, sense the 
single-minded concentration on the 
new? 

The usual advantages of the ac
tive research scientist as teacher, of 
ten cited. are authoritativeness, 
proximity to the sources, and a sen
silivity to what is and is not impor
tant in the current state 0/ the sci
ence. I think the intangibles, a se
lection a/which was given above. are 
equally important. 

In what I think is his most in
teresting argument, Hoffmann dis
cusses what he titles "PosmVE TEN
SION": 

Given aJl this, we must face up 
to the stress and tension that do char
acterize the life of active university 
research scientists. Part of that stress 
comes from the balancing act we 
must perform between our teaching 
and research functions, percei ved as 
distinct. I have argued above that 
we should not see them as such, for 

every activity is mixed-mode. Nev
ertheless, being human, we do char
acterize them as such. And they 
compete for slogs in the 24-hour day. 

My argument, not likely to be 
popular, is that a measure of tension 
is one of the wellsprings of creativ
ity. First consider stress in the indi
vidual. We are unique products of 
genetics, basic psychological drives, 
childhood traumas, the coping with 
the irrationality and pain (and plea
sure) of life. This we have learned 
from Aeschylus and Freud. What 
creative individuals bring to this 
world is often derived from the ten
sion within them, the dissatisfied, 
ever-reaching psyche. 

In a complex dance of desires 
and constraints American academ
ics balance their various responsi
bilities and come out with marvel
ous new molecules. or mechanistic 
detail of a chemical reaction probed 
on a femtosecond time scaJe. That 
dance is not a courtly pavane; prob
ably it 's been choreographed by 
Twyla Tharp. Its driving force is 
tension, the creative tension of de
sire and doing. 

This is not a rationaJi13tion for 
the inhumane level of stress that 
sometimes characterizes the work
place of the academic or the taxi dis
patcher. We see some of our best 
students choosing industrial careers 
over academic ones because they 
ex peel lower stress levels in indus
try. This, incidentally, is just about 
as realistic as the romantic notion 
that teaching in a small liberal-arts 
college is devoid of tension. 

I believe that human beings are 
inherently creative. But more than 
thaHhey rise to the occasion. They 
produce their best work, work that 
perhaps they themselves felt inca
pable of achieving, when their 
psyche, other individuals (friends, 
competitors), society pushes them 
on. by incentive and obligations to 
do that work. 

It seems an imperfect system, 
this concentration of research, schol
arly, and teaching functions at one 
place. the research university. It is 
also an idea that inherently gener
ates stress for the individuaJs who 
make it go, with minimaJ financiaJ 
encouragement. But what a place! 
The exciting, tense, productive re
search setting in which professors do 
their baJancing act, the university, is 
correctly seen by most students as 
what il is, the world of mind and 
hands learning, teaching. Both. I 
wouldn't want to be anywhere else. 

Student-Faculty Conference 
Tuesday April 15th 

9:30 am - 6:00 pm 

Schedule: 
9:00am - 9 :30 am 
9:30 - 9:45 
9:45 - 12:00 pm 

12:00 - 1:00 
1:00-3:15 
3: 15 - 5:45 
5:45 - 6:00 

Continental Breakfast 
Opening Remarks 
Undergraduate Purpose 

Committee 
Lunch 
Student Life Committee 
Honor System Committee 
Closing Remarks 

Dinn'er on the Olive Walk at 6:00 pm 
Professors have been encouraged to either suspend class 

or cover non-essential materi al 

Come, express your views! 

OPINIONS THE CALIFORNIA TECII 

Research Emphasis vs. 
Teaching Quality: a rebuttal 
(Journal of College Science 
Teaching v.26, #2, p .91. Re
printed with permission.) 

Roald Hoffmann 's essay 
"Research Strategy: Teach" 
(see accompanying article) 
contains very bad advice for 
assistant professors at re
search universities. It is not 
"a damaging misconcep
tion ... that research domi
nates and diminishes teach
ing." Thi s is the damaging 
reality. Research university 
faculty who are excellent 
teachers but unproductive 
researchers rarely get ten
ure, but producti ve research
ers who are poor teachers al
most always get tenure. 

The overemphasis on re
search has cost the U.S. edu
cation system dearly in 
many ways. Not only are 
many of the best teachers 
lost from the large public 
universities but professors 
know that their teaching per
formance is not very impor
tant and allocate their efforts 
between teaching and re
search accordingly. Also, 
too much teaching is done 
by inexperienced graduate 
teaching assistants who are 
hired by the university be
cause of their research abil
ity or potential. Research 
projects and facilities take 
precedence over teaching 
facilities and budgets. As a 
result, state research univer
sity teaching facilities and 
equipment are often put to 
shame by those at public 
teaching universities or even 
community colleges. 

To provide cheap labor 
to do research, universities 
overproduce science Ph.D's, 
who end up as lower paid 
postdocs rather than assis
tant professors . Many of 
these postdocs eventually 
end up as teachers at small 
colleges where they find 
their research experience 
has left them poorly pre
pared for teaching. 

University libraries 
spend huge amounts on an 
ever-growing host of ob
scure, often exorbitan.tly ex
pensive, for-profit research 
journals. Such journals of
ten serve as a dumping 
ground for redundant, 
flawed, or trivial rese;hoch 
articles. Ev"n a part of the 
nation' s science illiteracy is 
due to research-university 
faculty .who take little inter
est in precollege science 
teaching . 

The overemphasis on re
search has a chilling effect 
on scholarly publications in 
science teaching . While 
there are many thousands of 
science research journals, 
the number of science teach
ing journals is only a few 
dozen at best. At research 
universities, publishing ar
ticles in science teaching 
journals generally is of little 
or no benefit in tenure and 
promotion and may even 
count against you. 

Hoffmann's definition of 
teaching is so broad that he 
even includes casual conver
sations with graduate stu
dents and postdocs. Univer
sity teaching and research 
are judged by very different 
standards, so it is usually 
easy to differentiate them. 
Teachers are judged prima
rily by subjective student 
evaluations. This effec
ti vely rules out graduate stu
dent and postdoc supervi
sion from the teaching cat
egory because graduate stu
dents and postdocs do not 
formally evaluate their ma
jor professors. 

Researchers are judged 
more objectively, usually by 
simply counting the number 
of grant dollars obtained and 
research articles published. 
Teache rs are limited in the 
number of courses they can 
teach. However, research
ers who are good fundraisers 
can get credit for the re-
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search produced by as many 
graduate research assistants 
and postdocs as they can af
ford to hire. What a tremen_ 
dous advantage to the re
searcher! All the teachers 
that helped train the gradu
ate students and postdocs so 
they are qualified to do re
search get gypped out of any 
credit. 

The bottom line is that if 
you want to become a ten
ured professor at a research 
university, the best strategy 
is to emphasize your re
search for the first 10 to 15 
years until you get promoted 
to full professor. After that 
you can concentrate more on 
teaching, if you are still in
terested. 

David R. Hershey 
Adjunct Professor 
Biology IHorticu I ture 

Department 
Prince George's Community 

College 
Largo, MD 20772-2199 
E-mail address: 
dh32! @pgstumail.p g .cc. 
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ASTOUNDING ADVENTURES featuring The Outside World 
ADAM VILLANI: 

by Myfanwy Callahan 

MEDIA GUY 
by Adam Villani 

The Saint 
This spy adventure movie rises above the 

crowd of action movies not due to anything 
particularly inventive in the script or excep
tional directorial flair, but from the sheer fun 
of seeing Val Kilmer as a master of disguise 
wielding a vast array of fake accents and per
sonalities. That's not to say it 's bad in other 

respects ; the recent film The Saint compares 
to best is last Summer's Mission: Impossible, 
with a more straightforward plot and with
out the annoying source-material-defying be
trayals, but also not quite reaching the same 
exciting heights of the earlier film 's elabo
rate set-pieces. From a thematic viewpoint, 
The Saint is more likable, with its title char
acter a thief who reconsiders his mercenary 
ways when hired to steal a cold fu sion for
mula (!) for some Russian meanies from a 
woman he falls in love with (Elisabeth Shue). 
As the scientist, Shue isn ' t particularly con
vincing, and as the love interest, she doesn't 
generate much heat. The problem is that she 
tries to be down-to-earth , while Kilmer 
wisely approaches hi s role with over-the-top 
glee. As a bonus, Orbital's new version of 
the theme song is pretty keen. 

Crash 
Many of you will hate this movie. 1 liked 

it a lot. James Spader (While Castle, sex, lies, 
and videotape) and Holly Hunter (The Pi
ano, Raising Arizona) play car crash victims 
who get involved in a seamy underground 
group led by a mysterious character played 
by Elias Koteas (Exotica, Teenage MUlant 
Ninja Turtles) that finds sexual pleasure in 
auto accidents. Our prl'tagonists, as it were, 
react to the cold, unfeeling world they live 
in by embarking on an ever-intensifying path 
of single-minded self-destruction, making lit
eral the ever-implicit link between sex, cars, 
and death. Indeed, while not "hardcore" from 

ACADEMY 
BARBER SHOP 
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beginning to end, there ' s more sex in this NC-17 
film than any theatrical release in recent memory. 
Be warned that , like much of Lost Highway, the 
film moves quite slowly, and that the characters 
are not supposed to be realistic-they're surreal
istic, living on the fringes of a hyper-modem 
world. Director David Cronen berg's (The Fly, 
Naked Lunch) adaptation of J.G. Ballard's novel 
is daring, shocking, and mesmerizing. 

A Single Girl 
(La Fille Seule) 

This tantalizing French film has just been re
leased in Southern California, and is the best 
movie about realistic people to make it out here 
from France in quite some time (The City of Lost 
Children was a fantasy and Microcosmos didn't 
have any humans). The film takes place nearly in 
real time, following the first day of work at a fancy 
hotel of a young woman (Virginie Ledoyen, the 
daughter in La Ceremonie) who has just discov
ered she is pregnant. The magic of this film and 
the beautiful Ledoyen ' s performance is that, since 
it transpires in real time, a lot of time is spent 
walking down halls or waiting for elevators, and 
yet that time is not wasted. Instead, Ledoyen 's 
body and facial expressions become windows to 
the inner struggle over her feelings for her boy
friend, mother, co-workers, and the hotel guests. 
The editing and pacing of the script is tight, mov
ing things along briskly even through the day 's 
monotonous work. This excellent picture is show
ing exclusively at Laemmle's Music Hall theatre 
in Beverly Hills and Edwards Town Center in 
Costa Mesa. 

Liar, Liar 
I'mpart of the vocal minority that considers 

The Cable Guy to be Jim Carrey's best work, but 
I'm also part of the large segment of the Ameri
can population that found the-more lighthearted 
Liar. Liar to be pretty damn funny, too. Presum-

SEE MEDIA Guy ON PAGE 9 

ALGIERS, ALGERIA -

Attackers from a militant Is
lamic faction killed about 90 
people in less than two days 
last weekend near the capital 
of Algeria. Security forces 
have been fighting the mili
tants since their insurgence 
five years ago. 

HEBRON, WEST BANK -

A street battle begun on 
Wednesday led to three kill
ings and 100 wounded. This 
is the worst outbreak of vio
lence since Israel began work 
on a Jewish neighborhood 
three weeks ago in Arab East 
Jerusalem. 

KINSHASA, ZAIRE -

President Mobutu Sese Seko 
declared a state of emergency 
banning political activity and 
removing the civilian Prime 
Minister from office. Mean
whi Ie, rebels have won another 
major city in Zaire and are ad
vancing on the capital. 

KISANGANI, ZAIRE -

A mass evacuation of refu
gees is planned for next 
week to return them to 
their homeland, Rwanda, 
which they fled in 1994. 

Reports say that a hundred 
refugees die every day from 
starvation and disease, as they 
flee further into Zaire. 

PYONGYANG, NORTH KOREA -

Congressman Hall called for 
humanitarian aid to be sent to 
North Korea after he returned 
from a visit there this week. 
Floods during the last two 
years have brought eight mil
lion Koreans to the brink of 
starvation. 

BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA

A blizzard thwarted the efforts 
of sandbaggers to contain the 
rivers at the headwaters of the 
Mississippi after water rose 
dramatically from snow melt. 
Dikes failed in Minnesota 
flooding the streets of some 
towns with three feet of icy 
water. 

GoLDEN 
GlOBE ,_ 

PARIAN TRAVEL 
Caltech Officially Approved 

Most professional, courteous, economical and efficient service 
for your official and personal travel needs. 

Free service to you. We deliver. 

Airlines, Cruises, Tours , Hotels , Car Rentals. 
IndiVidual, Commercial , Groups. 

(818) 577-8200 
468"'S Sierra Madre Blvd • Pasadena 

HOW ABOUT 
DINNER WITH THE 

MOSH? 

Now is your time to come to dinner 
with other students, faculty and staff 

at Steele House. 

If you would like to sign up please see Sue 
Chiarchiaro in the Residence Life office. 
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lnutes 
APRIL 7, 1997 

Meeting called to order 
10:35 p.m. 

BoD Members present: 
Adrienne Bourque, Maria 
Satterwhite, Lori Hsu, Kiran 
Shekar, Baldeep Sadhal, Kohl 
Gill, John Lin. Guests present: 
Gabriel Au, Keoni Pua'a, Mel
issa Saenz, Valerie Anderson, 
Rebecca Jones, Wesley Tanaka, 
Niniane Wang, Jon McDunn. 

Keoni Pua'a and Gabriel 
Au present petition for ASCIT 
recognition of the Hawaii 
Club. Motion passed unani
mously. 

Mike Westover enters. 
Seman a Latina requests 

$ 1000 from ASCIT. Melissa 
Saenz presents proposed bud
get. It is decided that the issue 
will be settled at the Third Term 
Budget Meeting on Saturday 
the 12th. 

Devi Thota enters . 
The four little t editors 

(Valerie Anderson, Rebecca 
Jones, Wesley Tanaka and 
Niniane Wang) are currently 
scheduled to be paid $500 total 
for what they estimate was over 
150 hours of work per editor. 
Last year's little t editors were 
paid $750 each .. The four edi-

tors are requesting $500 
each. 

The ASCIT Movies Team 
is present to discuss the spe
cifics of thei r movie calen
dar. 

Baldeep Sadhal presents a 
petition for ASCIT Recogni
tion for the Caltech Electric 

Vehicle Club. The motion is 
passed unanimously. 

Kiran Shekar had a meeting 
with a bunch of people about the 
van . Rules need to be drafted 
regarding appropriate van usage 
and reasonable checkout proce
dures need to be established. 
The costs associated with oper
ating the van also need to be de
termined. 

John reports that there does 
exist a surplus of funds in the 
ASCITcoffers. Maria states that 
in her best judgement this 
money ought to be converted to 
crack cocaine and used to fill 
hot tubs for her personal plea
sure. 

Adrienne reports that the de
posit has been placed on the 
room and the band for the 
ASCITformal (May 23rd). The 
prefrosh party will be April 19th 
at 10pm in Dabney Gardens. 

Mike tells us that the Stu
dent Faculty conference is 
next Tuesday. Three committees 
will be presenting: Student Life, 
Honor System, and Purpose of 
Undergraduate Education. The 
format will be a sort of "talk 
show" format, with presenta
tions and getting questions from 

FEATURES 
the audience. A mass memo will 
be delivered to all with the 
schedule for that day. Professors 
have been asked to make ac
commodations for students at
tending the conference. 

There will be an open ARC 
meeting on April 10th at 7:30 
in the Sherman-Fairchild Li
brary. 

In the IHC meeting last 
Thursday, Judy Green was 
elected IHC Secretary. See the 
IHC minutes for the full details 
of the meeting. 

John has prepared some 
materials for the budget meet
ings for better control of the 
flow of money to various sala
ries. John proposes that the 
signups for the various ap
pointed offices stay up for an 
extra week so that more people 
may be given the opportunity to 
sign up .. The general BoD con
sensus is that thi s should be 
done. 

Maria reports nothing, be
cause if she did she'd have to 
kill the BoD. 

Kohl requests that we 
schedule a meeting time. Meet
ings will be held on Mondays 
at 10:30. 

The Meeting becomes 
closed. The Meeting becomes 
open again and is adjourned at 
12:05a.m. 

Baldeep Sadhal 
Acting Secretary 

Inktomi is coming to 
Caltech! 

WHO: 

WHAT: 
WHERE: 
WHEN: 

IHKTOMI 
CORPORATION 

Inktomi Corporation, one of the 
hottest new Internet technology 
firms in the Bay Area. 
I nformation Session 
The Student Activity Room 35 
April 15 from 4-6p.m. 

*Food and drinks served. For ~uestions ana 
RSVP, call (510)883-7300. 

s 
by Bradey Honsinger 

The Caltech Y-;s both pre
senting and sponsoring a num
ber of programs this term. If 
you'd like to help us, or if you 
have any ideas for programs 
you'd like to see on camp.us, 
show up at one of our meetings. 
The Y Excomm meets each 
Monday at noon in the Y 
Lounge. 

We're putting on a Y Noon 
concert today; if you'd like to 
hear the cool sounds of Cal tech 's 
own Jazz Combo, head for the 
Winnett Quad at noon. 

This Saturday, April 12, 
we'll be sending volunteers to 
the Adopt-A-Canyon trail main-

ASCIT 
ExComm 
Minute 
APRIL 7, 1997 

THE CALIFORNIA TEC8 ... 
tenance program. If you're in. 
terested in getting out and play. 
ing in the dirt for a few hours 
stop by the Y today before 5 t~ 
sign up. 

We 're also help ing to 
present International Day, Which 
will occur next Friday, April 18. 
If you've been before, you'll 
recall the great food and inter. 
esting displays ; if you haven\ 
try it! 

Finally, we' re looking for 
volunteers for the annual Christ. 
mas in April event; volunteers 
will travel to low-income neigh
borhoods and help paint Or reo 
pair the homes of the sick and 
elderly. This year, Christmas in 
April wi II be on Saturday, April 
26 and Sunday, April 27. Re. 
member, if you're a work-stUdy 
student you can be paid for vol. 
unteering! 

If you'd like more informa
tion on these or any other of our 
Y programs, stop by the Y, call 
x6163, Or email Chris Sundberg at 
sundbergc@starbasel.caItech.edu. 

Present: Jeanne Wilson (Chair), Brandon VandeBrake, Joe 
Carroll, Myfanwy Callahan, Steve Van Hooser 

Meeting starts, 8: 14 p.m. Baldeep Sadhal named interim 
ASCIT Secretary; he performs duties but can ' t vote. Meeting 
ends, 8:15 p.m. 

- Respectfully submitted, 
Steve Van Hooser 

Shaft 

Shaft is the quintessential 
"blaxploitation" movie from 
the 70's. Richard Roundtree 
stars as John Shaft, "the black 
private dick who's a sex ma
chine to all the chicks." The 
suave Shaft is hired by black 
gang boss Bumpy Jonas 
(Moses Gunn) to find his kid
napped daughter Marcy (Sherri 
Brewer). Shaft spends his time 
kickin' ass and gettin' laid, and 
winds up tangled up with the 
Mafia. 

The funky soundtrack, 
written by blues legend Isaac 
Hayes, is a major part of the en
tertainment. It went to number 
one on the charts in 1971 and 
won both a Grammy and an Os· 
car. 

Shaft will be shown this 
Friday, April 11, in Baxter Lec
ture Hall. Showtimes are 7:30 
and 10:00 p.m. Admission is 
$2.00 for ASCIT members and 
$2.50 for others. Come watch 
- if you can dig it. 

Mandarln'& Szechwan Culsine-Seslln Townl . 

~ 
Party Tray to Go - $5.00 per person 

; (Min. 25 People) 
. . . ' Orange Chicken Vegetable Noodles 

. .. ' Pork Fried Rice Kung Pao 66411 
Great for meetings, parties, etc. 

Lunch Spec ,al 
5% discount with Caltech ID 
CATERING & FOOD TO GO 

BeeroWine·Banquets Monday Sunday ~: 30-3.00 P'" 

(616) 796-2531 
187 N. Sierra Madre Blvd. Pasadena, CA 91107 
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Student/ Faculty 
Conference Schedule 
Tuesday, April 15th 
9:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 

9:00 a.m.- 9:30 a.m. 

9:30 a.m.- 9:45 a.m. 

9:45 a.m. - 12:00 nOOn 

Committee 
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m. 

1:00 p.m. - 3:15 p.m. 

3:15 p.m. - 5:45 p.m. 

5:45 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 

6:00p.m. 

Continental Breakfast 

Opening Remarks 

Undergraduate Education 

Lunch 
Student Life Committee 

Honor System Committee 

Closing remarks 

Dinner on the Olive Walk 

Professors have been encouraged [0 either suspend class 

or cover non~essentia1 material. so show up and talk. 

tudent/Faculty 
• teractlons 

otos from the Tech archives 

••• from the Committee on the Purpose 

of Undergraduate Education 
BY SofH BLUMBERG AND ROBERT ROSSI 

The "Purpose of Undergraduate Education" Commit
lee is one of three making a presentation at the April 15 
StudenllFaculty Conference. Our 

nity at large. In addition, we are including several articles 
in this issue of The Tech. Towards the end of the aca
demic year a report of our findings will be compiled and 
we will work to implement our suggestions. 

We have ambitious goals and 
goal is to investigate Caltech's 
undergraduate education system. 
Faculty, graduates, and under
graduates are all represented on 
our committee. In order to fairly 
gauge the range of opinions 
within the Caltech community, 
the committee has had discus-

How well does a top 
grade correspond to a 

solid, intuitive 
understanding of the 

material? 

need all the help we can get. If 
you would like to help our com
mittee or have input to offer, 
please e-mail blumberg@cco. 
caltech.edu. 

Below, we outline some issues 
we hope 10 address at the Con
ference on April 15. 

sions with a variety of faculty, ad-
ministrators, and students. We have also looked at previ
ous conference and committee reports, in an attempt to 
understand the evolution of policy in recent years and the 
challenges associated with the implementation of new 
ideas. 

We hope to generate a thoughtful discussion concern
ing undergraduate education . At the conference, we plan 
to raise questions about undergraduate education at Caltech 
and suggest possible means for improvement. We hope 
to supplement the StudenllFaculty Conference with a num
ber of smaller discussions in the houses and the commu-

Educational Philosophy 

What is the purpose of undergraduate education? 

Issue: In a broad sense, Caltech is a place for undergradu
ates to obtain a solid foundalion in the basic sciences and 
to develop sharp analytical ski lls. However, students en
tertain a variety of different options once they graduate. 
Among these are research/academia, technical work in in
dustry, and business development. 

SEE EDUCATION ON NEXT PAGE 

••• from the Committee on Student Life 
BY ELLIS MENG 

Concerned about student life? Well then, be sure 
to show up for the Student Life Committee presenta
tion for the StudentlFaculty Conference on April 15th. 
We will mainly be addressing 

still true even today. Should you have any questions, 
comments or additions, please e-mail Ellis Meng (chair) 
at fanchuin@cco or Christy Edwards (secretary) at 
cmee@cco. 

problems with the advising sys
tem and the decline of Tech tra
ditions, however, your sugges
tions and concerns about any
thing having to do with student 
life are welcome. This confer
ence is a great opportunity for 
you to voice your opi~ions and 

Pranks and many 
Caltech traditions are 
either extinct or on the 

endangered list. 

Issue: The advising system is 
one of the most valuable re
sources for both undergraduate 
and graduate students here. 
However, it does not live up to 
everyone's expectations as there 
are many flaws which need to 
be addressed. 

as Kohl said last week, the only way this conference 
can be successful is with your help. We are here to 
help you but we can't do anything about problems we 
don't know about so SPEAK UP! Below is a sample 
of the issues we have identified and will be discussing 
at the conference. Note that many of the concerns 
brought up four years ago at the last conference are 

Concerns: 
• Some departments have no known ways of deal ing 
with advisor/advisee conflicts and most students have 
ToO knowledge of how to change advisors if necessary. 
In particular, most undergraduates are unaware that they 
can change advisors at any time and as many times as 

SEE LIFE ON NEXT PAGE 

••• from the Committee on the Honor Code 
BY GEOFF SMITH 

The Honor System Committee was convened to dis
cuss the current state of the Honor Code and suggest 
remedies for perceived imperfections. We decided 
quickly that Caltech seems to have a well-functioning 
Honor System. In appreciation 

more structured nature of undergraduate life, is gener
ally familiar with the Honor System and its enforce
ment apparatus. The committee was in agreement that 
more needed to be done to educate other groups in the 
community. 

2. Procedural Issues 
of this, the committee has de
cided to offer refinements that 
we think will improve trust and 
communication within the exist
ing system rather .than trying to 
reinvent the wheel. 

Caltech seems to have a 
well-functioning Honor 

System. 

2a. Trust of Community 
The current system of dealing 

with Honor System violations, 
although admirably set up to 
remove advantage while still 

Much of our di scussion 
time was spent trying to reduce the complaints that have 
arisen with respect to the honor code into a rew easily 
managable categories. The problems we spent the most 
time discussing fell into two major groups : 

1. Education Issues 

The members of the committee all agreed that there is 
not enough awareness among many members of the com
munity about the Honor System and how it is enforced. 
This leads to reduced trust between different groups and 
feelings of powerlessness among members who don't 
know-where to tum when they feel victimized. 

The undergraduate community, because of the much 

protecting the offender to the 
greatest degree possible, doesn't address the problem 
of nullifying the lack of trust engendered by the very 
fact that a somebody accused somebody else Gustly or 
not) of an infraction in the first place. 
2b. Consistency 

One of the major fears produced by bodies of such 
considerable secrecy as the BoC and GRB is that they 
may produce inconsistent verdicts over time. 

Of course, the committee also has a list of proposed 
solutions to these problems, but in order to emphasize 
the importance of the input of the community at large, 
it is not included in tpis article. Attend the Conference 
and take a 'hand in shaping them yourself. 
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EDUCATION: Learning without thinking~ 
CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

Questions: 
• What specific features of un
dergraduate education address the 
skills required for these positions? 
• Should Cal tech make an ef
fort to prepare students for all the 
various career options, or should 
it focus on the needs of a specific 
group? 
• What type of students should 
Cal tech admit? 
• What does Cal tech gain from 
being a technical school, as op
posed to a liberal arts school? 

Is there strong correlation be
tween the goals of faculty, staff, 
and students concerning under
graduate education? 

Issue: In order for education to 
be effective, a general consensus 
of educational objectives should 
be reached between students and 
faculty. Unfortunately, any pre
cise list of goals is unlikely to 
meet with the approval of all, be
cause normative opinions con
cerning education seem to vary 
widely, even within a given de
mographics group. 

Questions: 
• Should we develop a state
ment of purpose for undergradu
ate education at Caltech? 
• How does the admissions of
fice portray Caltech to prospec
tive students? Does it provide an 

accurate depiction? 
• Do the faculty and staff un
derstand the challenges facing 
undergraduate students? How 
about the reverse? If not, what 
can be done to increase commu
nication between students, fac
ulty, and staff? 

Educational 
Infrastructure 

What are the effects of CaItech's 
research emphasis and out
standing reputation? 

Issue: Professors receive greater 
professional encouragement to do 
research than they do to teach . 
Ideally, the incredible resources 
associated with Cal tech 's research 
program could be used to enhance 
the quality of undergraduate edu
cation at Caltech; doe.s teaching 
suffer because of the lack of in
centive? 

Questions: 
• Should a system be set up 
which provides greater encour
agement for good teaching? 
• Can the faculty's research 
interests be benevolently incorpo
rated into teaching? 

What are the benefits and prob
lems associated with the high 
expectations Caltech has for its 
students? 

Issue: The students who enter 
Cal tech are among the most tal
ented in the country. Caltech's 
faculty recognize this and get ex
cited about developing the poten
tial of individual students. They 
aim to challenge all students, in 
order to hel p them reach thei r po
tentials. The natural medium for 
pushing students is through stan
dard course work. However, onc 
needs to be cautious about hav
ing expectations which are too 
high . If pushed too hard, students 
are forced to playa game of sur
vival in which they aim to "just 
get through." 

Questions: 
• Are the graduation and 
coursework requirements reason
able? Do students have time to 
explore individual interests? 
• Is there too much emphasis 
on homework in classes? Should 
more attention be gi ven to open
ended problems which encourage 
an increased degree of creativity? 
• What can be done to help 
lessen the effect of the ''/'m no 
longer the best I big fish , bigger 
pond" syndrome? 

Is the grading system represen
tative of understanding? 

Issue: Grades are used as an in
dicator for the level of under
standing one achieves in a particu-

lar class. Ideally, they 
serve as a source of moti
vation for students to 
learn. However, in a com
petitive environment, this 
ideal purpose can be over
shadowed by the effect grades ap
pear to have on employment and 
graduate admissions. The latter 
concern can lead to unhealthy, un
necessary levels of stress and 
pressure. 

Questions: 
• Does the 4.0 grading system 
work? How well does a top grade 
correspond to a solid, intuitive un
derstanding of the material? 
• noes a good grade often re
quire a lot of extraneous effort 
which is unrelated to furthering 
one's understanding? 
• Do students understand the 
relative importance (or 
unimportance) of grades? Do 
they impose too much pressure on 
themselves for a good grade? 
• Do students avoid certain 
classes because of the grades they 
fear they might get? 

Can interaction among stu
dents, faculty and staff be im
proved in ways which benefit 
undergrad uate education? 

Issue: Since Caltech is small, the 
opportunity for undergraduates to 
interact with faculty, graduates, 
and staff is significant. However, 

just because the opportunity ex
ists, there is no guarantee that such 
interaction will spontaneously oc
cur. One hopes that current poli
cies encourage mutually benefi
cial ties between students and fac
ulty. However, no system is per
fect, and it is likely that steps 
could be taken to improve com
munication and understanding be
tween the various groups at 
Caltech. 

Questions: 
• Should there be more empha
sis on small-group, "seminar
type" discussions with faculty 
members? 
• How well does the advising 
system work? Do most students 
get more out of the relationship 
than a bunch of signatures? 
• Is Cal tech 's administrative 
system effective in evaluating 
educational needs and leveraging 
support for appropriate programs 
and policies? 

LIFE: The Student Life Committee has some questions for you 
CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

they want. 
• Certain departments are experienc
ing a shortage of faculty and thus advi
sors. The result is that many students 
have advisors from outside of their op
tion. 
• Many new advisors are unfamiliar 
with Cal tech and are unable to offer ad
vice on general requirements or deal with 
certain problems when they arise. As a 
result, many students rely on other stu
dents. 
• In many cases, student-advisor rela
tionships have degenerated into card 
signing. 
• Beyond academics, there is little in
teraction between students and advisors 
even though the Deans Office is willing 
to provide financial support for social 
activities . 

Issue: There is little interaction between 
faculty, undergraduates, and graduate stu
dents even though Caltech is such a small 
school. 

Concems: 
• Undergraduates are predominantly 
bound to a single house or are alienated 
by the lack of house identity. Graduate 
students' social circles are far removed 
from the undergraduate community. Fac
ulty-undergraduate relations have dete
riorated to the point where there is negli
gible interaction at a social level and aca
demic interaction, for most students, is 
limited to card-signing. There is no cen
tral place for interactions to take place 
(199 1) 
• Undergraduate activities center 

around the individual houses, and most 
faculty members, graduate students, and 
even undergraduates from other houses 
don't feel comfortable visiting houses 
without special circumstances. 
• Most faculty and graduate student 
events occur in department meeting ar
eas, which discourages members of other 
departments from feeling welcome, as 
well as undergraduates, who are often not 
well associated with any department. 
(1991) 
• Avery House is meant to be a place 
where the entire Caltech community can 
come together and interact informally. 
However, little interaction exists between 
the various groups and many professors 
are unaware of the opportunity to dine 
there. Also, many undergraduates are 
unhappy with the disparity in the amount 
of attention from the administration that 
Avery receives as opposed to the Student 
Houses. 

Issue: Many of the elements which make 
Cal tech a unique experience are in jeop
ardy. Much of the freedom students in 
the past had to be innovati ve outside of 
satisfying academic requirements is 
gone. Pranks and many Cal tech tradi
tions are either extinct or on the endan
gered list. These are an integral part of 
what makes Caltech unique and should 

.' be preserved. 

From the 1991 StudentJFaculty Con
ference: 
• Information transfer is poor. Few 
people know where to go to get informa
tion about events happeni ng in a depart
ment which are organized independently 

of each other. Events are not advertised 
all in one place and some hardly adver
tised at all. 
• There has been a gradual decrease in 
faculty participation in student affairs. 
Much of the traditional faculty involve
ment in students' interests has been taken 
on by administrative personnel. This has 
removed some of the important channels 
for student involvement with the faculty . 

• There is no social or official route 
for an undergraduate to become involved 
in a research grou p. 
• There is no social or official route 
for a graduate student or a faculty mem
ber to become involved with an under
graduate house, other than the few pro
fessors in the NRFA program [and the 
graduate students in the RA program]. 



Finding a path to the top of the mountain 
Educational Science and Science Education 

BY ROBERT ROSSI 

In reality, what follows is prob
ably too imprecise and untested to 
deserve the moniker "educational 
science;" if you prefer, think of it 
as analytic educational philosophy. 
It is certainly my own speculative 
brand thereof, and I encourage op
posing opinions. I thank Arnel 
Fajardo for helpful and critical dis
cussions leading to the develop
ment of some of the ideas expressed 
herein, particularly that of "slope." 

Evaluating Learning 

cational community to adopt such 
an approach. Even so, I think it 
worthwhile to attempt to break 
down "ability" into more funda
mental "aptitudes." I see four pri
mary colors, as it were, that com
bine to produce the glow of "abil
ity" in a given field of study. Some 
ofthese are barely assessed in mod
ern education, while others are 
given disproportionate weight. 

1. Solving Ability 
This aspect of ability generally 

gets more than its fair share of at
tention, being what a typical test is 
all about. Given a question, can you 
find the "correct" answer, in nu
merical or normative terms? This 
is the easiest aspect of ability to as
sess and quantify, and I'm sure that 
plays a significant role in making it 
the central yardstick by which 
grades are doled out at the college 
level. 

2. Understanding 
Quite separate from the issue 

of whether someone is able to solve 
a problem, one might ask whether 
they understand a concept. The 
ability to crank through a prescribed 
set of formulas, or regurgitate a 
given definition, is no indication of 
true understanding of an issue; nor 
does such an understanding guar
antee that one will arrive at the "cor
rect" answer to a given quantitative 
question. It is possible to probe the 
depth of one ' s understanding 
through "new" questions, and those 
annoying essay-type inquiries, 

On the surface, 
Caltech score doesn't 

look too unusual. 

Concrete evaluation of learn
ing, what we attempt to do with 
"grades," is a messy business. De
spite it being a passionate issue for 
OIost students, (for reasons both 
pragmatically sound and psycho
logically dubious,) the definition of 
what a grade should represent is 
I3ther vague. Should one's grade 
in a calculus course reflect "abil
ity" in that area of calculus, or the 
extent to which that "ability" has 
been developed as a result of one's 
efforts related to the course? Does 
one deserve an "A+" for knowing 
everything covered in a course be
fore it even starts, despite never at
lending a lecture, asking a question, 
..,ing the homework, or engaging 
in any thought or study related to 
ihe course whatsoever save for that 
expended in writing the final exam 
with such aplomb that it must 
clearly be seen as the work of a 
master? It may seem unreasonable 
for a professor to require that a 
calculus student actually learn 
c:alculus from his or her own 
cou rse, and yet assigning 
eourse grades based in part On 
IUch "tedium" as homework to 
SOme extent does just that. 
Those who are actively learn-
ing from a course, working hard 
to master material with which 
Ihey are presently unfamiliar, 
generally wish to have their 
homework be the primary indi
cator of their grade-after all, 
Ibey pour a lot of effort into it. 

Why, then, do 
undergrads often 

describe their Caltech 

On the other hand, those who 
already know all or most of the 
material covered in a course 
would prefer to do away with 
Ibe homework altogether, cut to the 
chase, and just take the final. 

In most na tions outside the 
U.S., performance o n (bi)annual 
standardized cumulative exams is 
the singular measure of Sllccess
one's effort on homework and so 
forth means nothing in and of itself. 
We as a nation have conspicuously, 
and conscientiously. I think, re
jected this approach, but we rarely 
reflect on this fact. We certainly 
value the ability to learn, and we 
do attempt to incorporate an assess
ment thereof into our grading sys
!em. But there seems to be little 
agreement on how large a role it 
should play, and how it is best as
sessed. 

Whatever the genesis proper
ties of one's "ability," assessment 
of "ability" is a very difficult issue 
in and of itself. The single-variable, 
numeric-equivalent grading sys
!em, used almost universally at the 
COllege level, certainly doesn't do 
jUstice to the true complexity of 
measuring one's "ability" in a given 
field. It is understandable, however, 
Ibat parsimony has pushed the edu-

experzence as 
"drinking from a 

firehose? " 

among many other methods. 

3. Explanation 
This aspec t of ability is often 

called upon, but rarely quantified 
explicitly. Whatever their level of 
understanding, students vary 
widely in their aptitude for explain. 
ing what they do understand to oth
ers. Such an aptitude may have a 
slight impact on one's score in a 
tolerably time-critical "show your 

work" ~m, and a significant ef
fect wh e a presentation or report 
is require However, this aptitude 
is most vi vi Iy revealed in one 's 
efforts to interacti,;:ely educate an
other, say in a tutoring or correspon
dence situation, and it is hardly ever 
assessed in this manner. 

4. Extension 
Although tied to understand

ing, I feel this is a separate issue. 
Some understand a concept quite 
well, but fail to appreciate its ap
plicability beyond the specific situ
ations presented to them as ex
amples. Others see applications 
everywhere, failing to appreciate 

where an analogy fails, or where a 
variable or descriptor must be care
fully reinterpreted in order to ex
tend a known concept. More than 
at many schools, this ability is 
tested to some extent at Cal tech, al
beit almost exc1usively as a time
critical skill. 

Maybe someday I'll satisfy my 
dream of becoming a career teacher. 
Of course, then I'll be stuck with 
the ugly job of handing out grades, 
and ranking people against one an
other. If I had my druthers, I'd 
evaluate the four aptitudes de
scribed above independently, inso-

far as that is possible, and then 
only by necessity coalesce 
these four measures of ability 
into a single number, using a 
consciously chosen weighting. 
Whereas "solving ability" and 

"extension" are particularly im
portant aptitudes for engineers, 
teachers are best served by 
strong "explanation" and "un
derstanding" aptitudes. Of 
course we'd each like to be 
blessed with all four attributes 
in endless measure, but life is 
rarely so kind. It is important 
to realize that an ill-prepared 
engineer might make a su
perbly prepared teacher, and 
vice-versa. (I think this to some 

extent underlies the common engi
neering pejorative "those who can't 
do, teach." I would reply that 
" those who can do, can ' t [always] 
teach.") 

Evaluating Teaching 
I' ve argued there is more to 

"ability" than a single parameter 
can fully describe. Assessing the 
"quality" of a course or educational 
regimen can be equally intricate. 
Just as a given blend of aptitudes 
might match well with certain oc
cupations but not others, the traits 
of a given course might make it a 
good match to some students, a 
poor match for others. To elucidate 
this suggestion, let me introduce the 
following analogy. Imagine the 
learning process as an effort to 
climb to higher elevations, up a 
mountain, at the top of which one 
emerges tired, perhaps, but with a 
better view of the world. An 
instructor's job is to prepare and 
lead his or her class along a wisely
chosen path to the summit. He or 
she will not often have direct con-

"
~\ \ 

trol over all aspects of this climb: 
frequently he or she will be told 
what peak is to be ascended and to 
what altitude. But these decisions 
are generally within the control of 
the educational institution as a 
whole, and should ultimately be 
considered malleable. 

1. Slope and Pace 
One of the most important de

cisions an instructor can make is 
how steep a "slope" their instruc
tion will have, and at what "pace" 
they will expect their students to 
proceed. Sharp slopes minimize 
explanations, skip details, and of
ten lose a substantial portion of the 
class-they are like a trail that skips 
the switchbacks and goes straight 
up the mountain. A rapid pace 
means lots of homework, flying 
through topics at great speed, and 
not stopping to pick up stragglers. 

Slope and pace are related to 
each other, in that many combina
ti.ons thereof can be used to attain 
the same change in elevation over 
a fixed period of time; a shallow 
slope will require a breakneck pace 
to attain the same results as a steep 
slope taken at a slow pace; but a 
gradual ascent up a very steep slope 
should hardly be considered lei
surely; it's more like a rock-climb
ing expedition. Some students are 
well-suited to rock-climbing; in
deed, a few sickos even delight in 
it. Others, however, find a steep 
slope daunting at best, intractable 
at worst, and would prefer a shal
lower slope taken at a faster pace. 

2. Path Quality 
Whatever the slope and pace 

of a course, the path along which 
an instructor leads his or her stu
dents can vary in quality. A bumpy 
trail covered with loose gravel, tree 
roots, jutting rocks, and s nakes 
makes for difficult climbing at al
most any pace. Instructors pose 
such obstacles through poor board 
technique, starting and ending class 
late, having disorganized lectures 
(getting lost), giving "obstacle-like" 
homework, etc. On the other hand, 
a well-planned, well-organized 
course in which the professor warns 
students of common stumbling 
points, delivers information clearly, 
provides helpful analogies, and 
gives educational homework, more 
resembles a well-maintained park 
service trail. 

Whereas scientists breaking 
new ground must hack their way 
through dense growth, find thei r 
way around unexpected obstacles, 
and frequently double back when 
they make mistakes, the role of an 
instructor is generally seen to be 
that of a guide, leading students so 
they can avoid such adversity and 
can climb far faster than the scien
tists who first conquered any given 
mountain. Some would argue that 
such hand-holding produces stu
dents with no ability to make their 
way on their own through uncharted 
territory, training them to cry wolf 
at the first sign of confusion. It can 
be countered that survival training 
and trail-blazing are best treated as 
separate subjects, learned through 
undergraduate and graduate re
search, where the "instructor" be
comes a "research advisor" and 
plays a very different role. 

3. Utility 
Another measure of the qual

ity of a course and what it teaches 
is its ultimate utility to the student. 
Does the course enhance aptitudes 
important for the student's future 
career? Is what the student learns 
from the course useful in everyday 
life? Often this aspect of quality is 
a reflection not so much of the na
ture of the subject material itself, 
but rather the context and manner 
in which it is presented. I would 
argue that lots of fundamental sci
ence is of great utility in day-to-day 
life, but I've certainly taken science 
courses that led me to re-examine 
this belief. 

4. Motivation 
Students are people too, 

strangely enough, and they need 
motivation. Sure, to a certain ex
tent motivation derives from the 
promise of the fruits of academic 
success, or just plain interest in a 
subject, but lots of people who 
make it up a mountain at Caltech 
do so only to find themselves so 
unfulfilled by the experience that 
they never want to climb like that 
again. This seems a particularly 
prevalent problem with Caltech's 
core sequence, but it is a general 
problem in college science educa
tion. To quote a telling line from 
the book They're Not Dumb, 
They 're Different, by Sheila Tobias, 
"I was not given the belief that I 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 



Alternate futures: the CITadel, Techcidental, or a middle ground? 
BY ROBERT R OSSI, 

WITH SUGGESTIONS FROM ARNEL 

FAJARDO AND WILL RDYEA 

I sincerely hope that Caltech 
never develops into either of the 
anti-utopian worlds presented 
in the following scenarios. 
Thankfully, that isn't likely. 
They are intended to present 
extremes in direction, and 
thus highlight some of the 
factors I think deserve consid
eration when pondering what 
Caltech 's educational para
digm is and possibly should be. 

Scenario #1: The CITidel 
Excerpts from an interview with 
Drill Professor Stewart Corbin 
(USMC): 

"These kids come in here 
thinking they know everything. 
First we have to break them, 
show them how stupid they 
really are. Then we can start 
to build them back up again. 
Learning is pain. 

big. We sure as hell expect steel. 
"We focus on what's impor

tant. It's like Dr. Jones said in 
The Last Crusade: we engage in 
a ' ... search for fact. Noltruth. If 
it's truth you're interested in, [the] 

"The CITidel is not for 
everyone . ... We don't stop 

to pick up stragglers. " 

philosophy class is right down the 
hall. ' Except, of course, that we 
don 't really have any philosophy 
classes. Ha ha, be real ! If you 
wanted to lose your manhood, 
you could go pick that crap up 
from those Birkenstock-wearing 
freaks over at Techcidental, but I 

"We want them to become 
one with the quantum 

mechanical reality of our "The CITidel is not for 
everyone. We take in only the 
strongest candidates, and 
even some of them can' t cut 

transcendental existence. " 

it. We don't stop to pick up 
stragglers. We are here to serve 
the interests of the strong, to make 
real men out of the best boys we 
can find. This is more than old 
school, kid, this is war. We fight 
it to win it. 

"Look, I know what's good 
for these kids, I've been there. I 
see my job as educating them, 
making them intellectual jugger
nauts. That takes concentration. 
Part of my job is to focus them 
on their education, to stamp out 
distractions of any kind, so they 
can really dig their teeth into what 
I'm challenging them with .. . and 
challenge them I do. The real 
world ain't no line-dance, boy. 
You gOlla be tough to make it, an' 
you gOlla be like steel to make it 

sure as hell wouldn't recommend 
it." 

Scenario #2: Techcidental 
An interview with Professor 
Tranquility Johnsyn-Lambert
Halupek: 

"Wpen new members join 
our family, we are worried about 
their self-esteem, about all the 
nasty grading and competition to 
which they were exposed else
where. We want to heal them 
from these experiences, to help 
them appreciate their special, in
dividual identities. We help them 
learn to love each other, and their 
subject matter. We want them to 
become one with the quantum 
mechanical reality of our tran-

scendental existence on the planet 
we are so lucky to share with so 
many other living things. 

"We don't use grades here. 
We don't rank students against 
each other at all, in fact , because 

we know everyone is differ
ent and special. Learning is, 
as it should be, a community 
effort. 'It takes an entire vil
lage to raise a single child,' 
you know. 
"Sometimes One of us will 
become lost, will not keep 
pace with the discussion we 

are having. We wait when this 
happens, we help them under
stand, so that we do not lose or 
alienate them. This is so very im
portant. We do not want anyone 
to feel left out of the special circle 
of understanding that we work to
gether to develop. We succeed 

only in so far as the entire 
community moves with joy 
toward enlightenment. We 
try to help everyone discover 
the adventure of discovery. 
"I feel so sad for those hap
piness- and youth-challenged 
men in the CITide!. They 
seem so unhappy, and so con
fused. Brother Stewart seems 

to have completely mi ssed the 
point of Indiana Jones and the 
Last Crusade , and that of OPl." 

Conclusion 
It seems that somewhere between 
these two extremes lies a reason
able balance-perhaps at many 
points in between. But clearly 
CITidel recruits wouldn't appre
ciate a trip to Techcidental, and 
vice-versa. It seems Caltech is 
not so focused as it once was, that 
there is now a wide range of both 
professorial and student opinions 
spanning the CITidel to 
Techcidental spectrum. Is this a 
healthy development, or would it 
be beller for all involved to re
gain the focus of the past? 

Frosh courses at the CITadel 
Physics I a - Quantum Mechanics in One Dimension 
Computer Science I a - Quantum Calculations on Serial Sys
tems 
Math la - Green's Theorem, Multivariable Calculus, and Dif
ferential Equations 
Hum 101 - The Job Interview 

Physics I b - Quantum Mechanics in n Dimensions 
Computer Science I b - Ma ively Parallel Quantum Calcula
tions2 
Math I b - Nonlinear Differential Equations 
Hum 102 - How to Win Arguments (even when you are wrong) 

Physics I c - Multiparticle Quantum: "Chemistry and Biology" 
Computer Science Ie - How to Make It Spit Out the Answer 
You Want 
Math I c - Topological Bifurcation Theory of Coxeter Groups 
in Nonlinear Quantum Manifolds (known externally as "Math 
Stuff You Can Confuse Anybody With") 
Hum 103 - Research Grants and Salary Negotiations 

(Summer Retreat) 
Endurance I - Winning the !ronman Triathlon 

Freshmyn courses at Techcidental 
Emotions I a - Love and Understanding 
Feminyn Studies I a - How to Put the Toilet Seat Down or 
Forgive Those Who Leave It Up 
Sociology! Anthropology I a - Appreciating Differences 
Philosophy I - Science and Our Existence 

Emotions I b - Anger and Pain: How to Cope 
History IlFeminyn Studies 2 - The History of Oppression 
Science I a - Exploration and Discovery 
Philosophy 3a - Why Are We Here? 

Emotions Ie - Sharing, Listening, and Caring 
History 3a - Nice People You Never Read About in Science 
Science I b - Reconciling Logic, Experience, and Intuition 
Philosophy 3b - Epistemology, Knowledge, and Science 

(Summer Retreat) 
Philosophy 103 - Quantum Mechanics 

Should Caltech have a policy of educational Darwinism? 
CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

could give something (0 science and 
that it could give something back 
to me." When that feeling takes 
root in anyone, however bright or 
capable, they will not strive for a 
future in a given science disci
pline. 

Whatever the "quality" of 
a course, it is possible for its ob
jectives to be unreasonably 
lofty. Whether the instructor 
chooses to attempt such an as
cent using a steep slope or a 
rapid pace, many students will 
not make it (0 the summit. Sure, 
some will just give up, they 
won't work as hard as they can. 
But every mortal has physical 
and mental limits beyond which 
they simply can not go, and my time 
at Caltech has forced me to accept 
that these limits do indeed vary 
from individual to individual. As 
such, it is possible for a slope to be 
too steep for some students, andlor 
a pace too rapid. In such situations 
an instructor is put in an extremely 
awkward situation: a steep slope at 
a slow pace will allow one group 
of students to succeed; a different 
group of students will benefit from 

a shallower slope taken at a more 
rapid pace. Approaching either ex· 
treme, and at all points in between, 
some subset of the students will not 
be able to keep up. Others will suc
ceed regardless, but may resent hav-

Should Caltech let 
people sink or swim, 

or should it go to 
great lengths to 

protect weaker fish in 
the "shark tank?" 

ing to do "tedious" homework re
lating to things they already know. 
Indeed, these ·students could prob
ably have climbed ever higher over 
the course of a term, and will feel 
'held back ' by the 'sluggish' pace 
of presentation of new material. 

On the surface, Caltech's core 
doesn't look too unusual. Perhaps 
a bit more physics and a bit less of 
the humanities than is typical, but 
nonetheless the load looks reason-

able. Why, then, do undergrads of
ten describe their Caltecn experi
ence as "drinking from a firrehose?" 
The "elevation change" expected in 
a single Caltech course is, on aver
age, much larger than that expected 

elsewhere. Although Caltech 
tends to admit students already 
at reasonably high elevations, 
it is very difficult to tell how 
well any student will be able to 
keep up, to climb at the incred
ible rate Cal tech expects. This 
is particularly important in light 
of the highly variable path qual
ity found here at CIT. Consider 
the fate of Tom Worthe,n, as de
scribed in They're No,t Dumb, 
They 're Different by, Sheila 
Tobias: 

Tom Wonhen might have b",come a 
scientist had he not "hit thie wall. " 
as he put it. 30 years earHier as a 
Caltech freshman. Coming to that 
western "shark tank" from a less 
competitive high school environ
ment in Utah, Worthen 's s~ccessful 
background in high schoon science 
and mathematics turned (}Jut to be 
illadequate to the Caltec:h chal· 
lenge. He left Caltech aJfter one 
year, and relurned, defel(lted, to 

Utah. After a break, his mathemati· 
cal interests were redirected to an
cient languages. In time he re
ceived a Ph.D. in Greek and Latin 
and became a professor of classi
callanguages and history at the 
University of Arizona. 

It's easy to say Tomjust wasn't 
Caltech malerial. (Hey, we all 
know that real scientists don't/ike 
languages, right? See Anne Roe's 
The Making of a Scientist.) On the 
other hand, it does take a wee bit of 
brain power to master Latin and 
Greek ... and history. Ok, so slow
ing down the pace of learning at 
Cal tech would have been a disser
vice to some of the "sharks" in 
Tom's class, those who easily clam· 
bered up the mountains Tom fell off 
of. But that raises the question of 
whether admitting Tom to Caltech 
was a cruel thing to do, something 
not in his best interest. He may well 
have gone on to a happy career in 
science, had he started at a «lesser" 
institution. 

This all bears relevance to the 
issue of undergraduate education at 
Caltech . . Should Caltech's trade
mark be courses demanding huge 
elevation changes? Does that sort 

of teaching really stick with people, 
is it effective in the long run? 
Should Cal tech let people sink or 
swim, or should it go to great 
lengths to protect weaker fi sh in the 
"shark tank?" Or is the shark lank 
no place for fish at all-perhaps a 
more demanding selection process 
on the part of the admissions office 
is called for? 

Although Caltech may be one 
of the last places to feel its effects, 
I think that a paradigm shift in col· 
lege science education, away from 
"weeder" courses and toward out
of-field science literacy, is long 
overdue and is beginning to take 
place. Professor Goodstein com
ments eloquently on this issue at 
http://www.caltech.edul-goodsteinl 
elites.html, as does Sheila Tobias in 
They 're NOI Dumb, They're Differ· 
ent. 

The switch from scientific Dar
winism to inciusivity wil~ require 
increased motivational content, 
shallower slopes, and greater util
ity in the science curriculum. Path 
quality will continue to be impor· 
tant, but it will be even harder to 
maintain with all-new instructional 
trails being blazed. 
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;bly as a reaction to the criticism 
of Cable Guy, this movie puts on 
some necessary "heartwarming" 
touches, but that doesn ' t stop 
some very inspired scenes of hi
larity. As made public in one of 
the outtakes over the closing cred
its, it's missing the point to criti
cize Carrey as an overactor, as his 
talent lies in being able to over
!Ct farther and better than any 
other big name in Hollywood 
right now. If you like Carrey, 
though, you may want to check 
out Jeffrey Combs in The 
Frighteners or the Italian Roberto 
Benigni in movies like The Mon
lIer and Night on Earth. It's also 
worth noting that while it's still 
largely all Carrey's show, his sup
porting cast, including Jennifer 
nlly and Cary Elwes, does get to 
mine a bit more than usual in this 
61m. 

City of Industry 
This movie is kind of like a 

Tarantino movie, only without the 
interesting characters, snappy 
dialogue, or tight direction. Char
!Cters act without motivation, the 
story meanders along a flat arc, 
lid the action is alternately con
fusing and simplistic. The worst 
4seconds of film for the year oc
cur when Harvey Keitel , on the 
IUn from some crooks, walks into 
his motel room and the camera, 
for no other reason, pans over to 

the left to reveal ... a propane tank! 
I won't hand out any prizes to 
readers who figure out what hap
pens to the propane tank. About 
all that can be said for this movie 
is that considering the material 
they have to work with the actors 
do a decent, if workmanlike, job, 
and it uses the local scenery well 
(probably more due to being 
forced into suitably scuzzy loca
tions by the budget rather than 
any effort on the part of the film
maker). By the way, I did actu
ally see this movie at a theatre in 
the City of Industry. 

Waiting fOT Guffman 
Directed by and starring 

Christopher Guest, guitarist 
Nigel Tufnel of Spinal Tap, Wait
ing for Guffman is a charming 
and funny look at a small-town 
America. Guest portrays Corky 
St. Clair, the effete high school 
drama teacher of Blaine, Mis
souri (Stool Capital of the World) 
striving to put together a sesqui
centennial pageant honoring the 
town. Waiting for Cuffman never 
acquires a condescending tone, 
instead remaining good-natured 
and saluting the spirit of those 
willing to perform. The pseudo
documentary style begs for com
parisons to Rob Reiner's seminal 
This is-Spinal Tap, and while 
Cuffman invariably comes up 
short in comparison, it's well 
worth watching in its own right. 

Eugene Levy, Parker Posey, Fred 
Willard, and Catherine O'Hara 
co-star. 

Return of the Jedi: Specwl 
Edition 

Easily the least of the three 
Star Wars films to begin with, 
Jedi also receives the brunt of the 
Special Edition "improve
ments," the embarrassingly bad 
"Jedi Rocks" musical number at 
Jabba's palace. Watching the 
third installment of the trilogy 
also gives a rather stale sense of 
deja vu throughout, with the re
turn of familiar locations, the 
story's insistence on neatly 
wrapping up loose plotlines, and 
the generally phoned-in perfor
mances all around. 

All that being said, it's a re
markable testament to the 
strength of the series that Return 
of the Jedi is still a pretty good 
movie. Jabba the Hutt and the 
Emperor are excellent villains by 
any metric, the fight scene at 
Jabba's sail barge and Endor 
speeder bike chase are thrilling, 
and the sheer spectacle of see
ing the series conclude are more 
than enough to recommend the 
movie. Enjoy the Special Edi
tions as opportunities to see the 
trilogy in a theatre again, and 
hope that filmmakers realize that 
at this point in time characters 
generated by computers rarely 
look realistic. 

The Godfather and Donnie 
Brasco 

Perhaps lost in all the hoopla 
of the Star Wars trilogy's return, 
Paramount has rereleased Francis 
Ford Coppola's The Godfather to 
a limited number of theatres (in 
L.A., Mann's Chinese). This isn't 
anything like a "director's cut," 
just a new print with cleaned-up 
visuals and sound. But if you've 
never seen it, or have only seen it 
on video, you owe it to yourself 
to see one of the few truly great 
movies on the big screen. This ex
ceptional tragedy traces the moral 
collapse of Michael Corleone (AI 
Pacino) as he rises in the ranks of 
the Sicilian-American Mafia, but 
perhaps its greatest strength is 
that there are a vast number of 
characters in this film, portrayed 
by the likes of Robert Duvall , 
James Caan, Diane Keaton, and, 
of course, Marlon Brando in sup
porting roles that are more fully 
realized than the one or two lead 
roles of ordinary or even most 
good movies. 

As good of a movie as it is, I 
can understand the criticism of 
The Godfather as spreading the 
impression that all Italians are 
gangsters and glamorizing the 
mob, being part Sicilian myself. 
The recent release Donnie Brasco 
is anything but a glamorization of 
the mob. Lefty Ruggiero (Pacino 
again), the guy who takes Johnny 
Depp as Donnie Braseo into the 

mob, talks big but is in reality a 
"spoke on a wheel," relegated to 
busting apart parking meters to 
pay the higher-ups in his organi
zation while he worries about 
whether his buddies who passed 
him up will kill him. Donnie 
Brasco is a personal film, mak
ing us feel pity and sadness for 
its characters. This is the best mob 
movie since 1990's Goodfellas. 

Private Parts 
Howard Stem's autobio Pri

vate Parts is a well-crafted work, 
accomplishing the impossible 
task ofturning Howard Stem into 
a sympathetic character who 
loves his wife and is tormented 
by snivelling, humorless radio ex
ecutives. It's also a very funny 
movie, smoothly scripted by Len 
Blum and Michael Kalesniko and 
recreating some of his best
known radio segments. The prob
lem with the whole Stem phe
nomenon is that, the movie aside, 
his show just isn't very funny. 
\'ve tried on several occasions to 
listen to his show to see what the 
fuss was about, and each time it 
just sounded like one guy talking 
about how great he is surrounded 
by sycophants who laugh at his 
every word. Some of his fans say 
that to appreciate him you have 
to listen on a regular basis, but it 
was pain enough to force myself 
to listen to his show for half an 
hour. 
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. .. and hail Bopp . . . the two 
guys who discovered the comet 
that has made the news in the last 
month. I have been blase about 
comets myself, until very re
cently. After all I have seen lots 
of pictures of comets; I have read 
about them, and as a boy, in my 
Walter Mitty stage, I dreamed of 
finding one. Actually I still 
dream but I' m a grown-up now 
and must contain my youthful 
enthusiasms. 

I got very excited at the time 
of Halley 's comet, even though 
it was a bust, in spite of the ex
pectations. But while the view 
from earth was not what it was 
predicted to be, the close up 
views taken by the European 
space probes were so exciting l 

I had imagined a cometto be 
a ball , spherical, but instead it 
was, in the poetic words used, 

Dean's 
Hail Hale . .. 

by Jean-Paul Revel 

" potato 
shaped ." Leave it 

to Idaho to leave its mark in 
the sky! 

The other amazing thing was 
that its surface had a very low al
bedo , i.e. reflected very little 
light! What a strange thing for a 
supposedly bright object! All the 
brightness came from little spots 
on its surface, jets of gases, but 
the rest was covered in dark stuff, 
maybe a kind of a tarry skin . . .. 
To me, that was especially inter
esting, because as a biologist I 
am always intrigued when I 
come across suggestions of the 
presence of hydrocarbons in the 
universe. 

Maybe the surface is covered 
with hydrocarbons, which after 
all were detected as part of the 
gases in the tail. They might not 
evaporate as readily as the ice 
and so remain at the surface as 
the ice sublimates away. With 
evidence for complex organic 

FEATURES 
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ecules in space, 

perhaps there is real hope 
for some sort of life in all the po
tential "solar systems" that are 
being found in the universe, not 
just a statistical probability. 

Now, even though there is a 
good or even excellent probabil
ity that something is going to 
happen, it does not logically fol
low that it will happen. In science 
nothing is "absolutely sure." 
Even absolute zero is a figment 
of our imaginations: we can get 
closer and cioser, but wi II never 
get there, although we may get 
close enough to do experiments 
and observe the behavior of at
oms as if caught in molasses. 
"Absolutely sure" does not ex
ist, and one single contradictory 
observation, made under prop
erly controlled conditions, can 
ruin a whole system of probabil
ity. 

That 's the crux of Karl 
Popper's idea: for a theory to be 
scientific it has to be falsifiable. 
One must be able to do experi
ments which have the capability 

to prove it wrong. Until and un
less proved wrong things are pos
sible, but never certain. That 's 
why scientist so often hem and 
haw, and are never sure .. . . 

But back to Hale and Bopp 
and their comet. I did see it in 
the end, by accident, and it was 
tremendous, exciting, a sight to 
fill one with reverence. My 
thoughts about the dull 
mundanity of comets-were falsi
fied right then and there. 

I was driving NNW on a 
very dark stretch of Route 2 be
tween the 134 and the 210 and 
all of a sudden, high in the ~y, 
just on the left of my windshieTd 
my eye was caught by this large 
soft light, not a star, but some
thing much more diffuse, a disc, 
with a broad tail , incredible! My 
heart leaped as I recognized the 
comet! 

I pulled off to the right across 
the traffic and stopped to look. It 
was sensational. It did not seem 
to twinkle, probably because the 
twinkle was lost in the diffu se 
disc of light of the comet, and the 
tail was complex. It was huge 
compared to a star or a planet. It 
was awesome, truly affecting. 
Silent, distant, but my mind in
voluntarily wanted it to be tell
ing me something. There could 
just not be anything as unusual , 

THE CALIFORNIA TECH -
How naive I have been! How 

patronizing to think that there 
was no basis for their awe. Which 
does not mean that I am not 
puzzled by the fact that even to
day, presumably rational , edu
cated people could delude them_ 
selves into believing there was a 
space ship out there, hiding next 
to the comet, and that the path to 
the ship and to a higher state, lay 
in killing oneself. 

While the comet is awe-in
spiring, it seems to me that sui
cide is the sure way to insure that 
we will not be able to see more 
of the wonders of our uni verse. 
All of us will die some day. That 
is the only thing certain about 
life. Of course as scientists we 
might look at ways to falsify this 
belief. But the way to approach 
the truth is certainly not to carry 
out prematurely what will inevi
tably happen to us after three 
score and ten, according to tra
dition. 

The poor people on the way 
to the hypothetical space ship be
lieved their leader 's assertions. 
They believed in him because he 
provided a family, a caring envi
ronment, or at least an attentive 
one. 

-----------------------------------------, serene, foreboding and magnifi-

I cannot prove that there was 
no such ship. The hypothesis is 
alive but very unlikely. So un
likely that I would certainly not 
want to plunge into the void in 
the hope to encounter it. A fairy 
tale, a story, a parable are not re
ality. Would not a deity or a more 
advanced civilization outwait our 
human time, let us live out the 
years we have to live, till our 
bodies wear out and may be our 
minds too? 

.-
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cent, without it meaning some
thing. The comet's tail gives it a 
feeling of speed, of rapid move
ment, yet there it hangs, immo
bile in the sky (unless we do 
something specific to detect its 
movement again st the stars), 
while seemingly rushing some
where. These two discongruous 
observations add to the mystery 
and charm. 

And so suddenly I had the 
feeling that I understood some
thing I had never appreciated be
fore. I had always thought that 
all the stories of the ancients try
ing to interpret comets as porten-

So Hale the comets and the 
scientists and all those who Bopp 
their heads against the unknown 
and try to understand the world 
and thus admire its marvels. Hail 
to those who have the courage to 
live. 

A bientot ... . 
tous signs were amusing stories 
of a quaint past. How naive they .\t? ~~ 
had been . 0'0 
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W This week's ASCCT Movie is Shaft. 
Can you dig it? It will be shown at 7:30pm 
and IOpm in Baxter Lecture Hall. Admis· 
sian for ASCIT members is S2.00 and 
$2.50 for non· members. 

W denotes a new announcement. 

The ACIL (formerly the Americ •• 
Council of Independent LaboratOries) 
Scholarship Alliance is offering Scholar. 
ships for students majoring in the phYSical 
sciences: physics, chemistry, engineeriflg, 
geology, biology, or environmental sci. 
ence. Awards are based on academic per. 
fonnance, career goals, leadership, and fi. 
nancial need , and are typicall y $1.000. 
$2,000. To apply you must be a junior or 
senior in undergraduate study, or a gradu_ 
ale student. Applications and all suppon. 
ing dOCumenl'i are due April 15th, 1997. 

W Are you a swinger? Can you dig it? 
Then come to a Swingin' Thing from 
8pm-12am this Saturday, April 12th, at 
Avery House. Live swing music, hors 
d'oeuvres, and drinks will make for a rip. 
roarin' time for all. Swing lessons may be 
provided during the event. 

WTerry Moran, ex-Tech editor, turned 
21 yesterday. Congratulate him - now 
he has as many years behind him as hair 
colors. Blacker's exce llent president, Jon 
"Marty" Allen also turned 21 yesterday, 
it's never too late to shower him. 

W The first movje to screen in the Ger
man Film Series for Spring term is Der 
Konig oDd scin Narr (1981), It will be 
shown in Baxter Lecture Hall on Wednes
day. April 16th, 1997 at 7:~Opm. The film 
features English subtitles; there will be an 
introduction and discussion afterwards. 
Admission is free. For more infonnation 
call x3610. 

The Prefrosh are coming! Prefrosh Week
end will be held from Thursday, April 17th 
until Sunday, April 20th. Any organiza
tions, groups, or departments wishing to 
hold Prefrosh Weekend activities are 
encouranged to contact the Prefrosh Week
end Planning Committee to organize 
scheduling. etc. Also, any comments or 
suggestions about Prefrosh Weekend will 
be welcomed. Send emai l to 
dina@admi.f.fions.caltec:h.edu or call the 
Admission~ Office at x6341. If you want 
to get your own personal prefrosh, turn 
form in to the Admissions Office today. 

The Caltech Division of the Humanitie,{ 
and Social Science.t will be pre.renting the 
following seminars for the Spring Quarter 
1997: 

Science, Ethics, and Public Policy in con
junction with William Bennett Munro Me
morial Seminars Thursday, April 17th. 1997, 
4:00pm. in the Judy Library, Baxter Build
ing "Sexuality in France: 1be Irony of le
gal Tolerance Since the French Revolution" 
Dr. Robert Nye Thomas Hart and Mary Jones 
Homing Professor of Humanities and Pr0-
fessor of History Oregon State University. 

William and Myrtle Harris Distin· 
guisbed Lectureships in Science and 
Civilization Friday, April 18th. 1997. 
3:30pm, in the Beckman Institute Audito
rium "Debate in the Republic of Science: 
Michael Polanyi and P.M.S. Blackett on 
Science and Its Social Ends" Dr. Mary Jo 
Nye Homing Professor of the Humanities 
and Professor of History Oregon State Uni
versity. 

Seminar,f are (In (he Ca/lech t:ampu.f and 
are open to the community. If ),ou have fur
ther que;<;tion,<;, <:ontaci Chri.ftille Silva at 

silva@hss.cahech.eduor x4087. 

W "Reading Rocks," a lecture in the As
tronomy/GeologyO.1 seminar series will 
be presented by Edw.ud Stolper, WiJliam 
E. Leonhard Professor of Geology. in 
Baxter Lecture Hall April 11th, 1997 
4:00pm. 

W Leon Silver, W.M Ked Foundation 
Professor for Resource Geology, and fTo
fcssor Emeritus Brian Wernicke will 
present "The Assembly and Evolution of 
the Continents" April I 8th. 1997 in Ramo 
Auditorium at 4:00pm as part of the As
tronomy/Geology 0.1 seminar series. 

The Astronom),IGetllogy G./lectu res, pre
Jenred by Caltech/aculty, are designed as 
an interconnected .ferie,r introducing .wme 
of the cenlral pmblems and techniqueJ in 
earth and planetary ,rciena and in a.r
tronomy. All will be directed at a ntm.tpe
cialist ,rcienlijic audience. No prim knowl
edge 0/ geology, astronomy or planetary 
science will be necessary to understand 
them. For further in/ormation, please con
tact the Office of the PmvrMl at x6320. 

Notices 

W The Women's Center of Caltech will 
be holding a Open House on Monday, 
April 14th. A light lunch and refreshments 
will be served. Please bring your ques
tions, concerns, interests for programs, etc. 
10 the Center(Winneu Student Center 205). 

W HeU Civil Engineering Society would 
like to announce Classical Music Appre
ciation Night. featuring the newly com-

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY 
SUMMER SESSION '97 

• Over 300 courses in 
44 departments 

• Earn a full year's credit 
in biology, chemistry, 
physics,-or one of 
eigh t languages 

• Smaller class sizes 

• Weekly outdoor 
movie nights 

• Tuition discounts for 
teaching professionals 

• Courses in everything 
from the Beades to 

biochemistry 

• Five ways to study 
abroad this summer 

• Campus musical and 
theatrical productions 

SUMMER BETTER 
THAN OTHERS 

• Earn twO, three, or four credits 
and conduct field research in 

-archaeology 
-environmental studies 

-ethnography 
-social policy 

-urbanology 

posed "Concerto for Sledgehammer and 
ReCiprocating Saw" by Ryan Cox and 
Nathan Schara. Residents of the South 
Hovses may experience some noise and 
mental heahh hazards . Remember, 
upperclasmen, Hell Ride is Tonight. 

New Course: SES/WPL 169 Contempo
rary Issues in History and Philosophy 
or Chemistry. 
Philosophers have recently begun to take 
an interest in chemistry because in posing 
the question of the reduction of the sci
ences, one cannot ignore the question of 
whether chemistry reduces to physics. If 
reduction even fails at the first hurdle, then 
there would seem little hope of achieving 
a more ambitious reduction like that of bi
ology 10 physics. 
Thi s course seeks to explore some recent 
issues in history and philosophy of chemis
try. including the impact of discoveries 
made in atomic physics on chemistry. A 
survey will be made with reference to the 
history of modem chemistry. of questions 
such as whether chemistry is reduced 10 

quantum mechanics, the role of atomic or
bitals in chemistry. the history and theoreti 
cal status of the periodic table, the nature 
of explanations in chemistry and lhedebate 
regarding the relative virtue of prediction 
and accommodation by chemical theory. 
Instructor: Diana Barkan and Eric Scem 
W 7pm tolOpm For further details contact 
Eric Scem, x4030, or Jcerri@hss. 

Johm Hopkins University will be running 
a summer program for 7th and 8th grade 
students at Ca1tech this year. 11lere aresev
eral openings for TAs, RAs, instructors. 
and office help. JHU will pay for room 
and board for the duration of classes and 
pay a stipend as well. The prograrn will 
run from June 23th to August 9th. If you 
are interested in applying for these jobs, 
please contact Keith Counsell as 
keithc@cco, at x3320, or in the Housing 
Annex between the hours of 8:00run and 
5:00pm. 

From the Counseling 
Center 

Looking for a safe and supportive place to 
discuss issues such as coming out, being 
out. dealing with family, coping with a 
homophobic culture, and being GLB at 
Caltech? Want somewhere just to make 

, new friends? You are invited to the Gay/ 
Lesbian/Bisexual Support Group, which 
meets on the first and third Tuesdays of 
each month from 7:~Opm till 10:OOpm in 
the Health Center loung~. This is a confi
dential meeting and attending does not im
ply anything about a person's sexual ori
entation-only that he or she is willing to 
be supportive in this setti ng. The group usu
ally discusses a particular relevant topic and 
then moves on to the general discussion. 
Refreshments are served. If you would like 
more information, please call x8331. 

Stress Management jilr Students 

For help in learning how to relax and man
age stress, Jon Pedersen, Ph.D .. and Fern 
Klapper, M.A., of the Cahech Counseling 
Center, will be offering a four-week work
shop beginning February J I tho On each of 
four consecutive Tuesdays. from 12:00 -
I 2:50pm, a variety of practical, simple. and 
effective techniques will be taught, rang
ing from progressive relaxation to basic 
meditation techniques to the principles of 
heathly living. The sessions will be prima
rily experiential and will build on material 
from the previous week. This workshop is 
open to any student and if you are inter
ested. please contact Dr. Pedersen at x8331. 

The Caltech Counseling Center is sponsor
ing a program entitled "Stress Management 
in the First Two Years of Graduate School." 
This program wiIJ consist of a discussion 
and presentation by a panel of graduate stu
dents (Selena Forman, Weng }(j Ching, and · 
Ivett Leyva) and Counseling Center staff 
Aimee Elli cQ tt , Ph .D. and Deborah 
Southerland, M.A. We will focus on the 
specific kinds of stress grads encounter as 
first and second year sludenls, such as 
adjustng to graduate school, qualifying ex
ams and relationships with advisors. The 
program is open to all graduate students 
and will be held on Thrusday. February 
13th, from 6 :00-7:30pm in Winnett 

Clubroom One. Light refreshments will 
be provided. 

If you have any questions about these pro
grams or want to discuss your indi vidual 
questions or concerns regarding coping 
with stress, please contact the Counseling 
Center at x8~31 

Fellowships 
and Scholarships 

FeUowships and Scholarships for ~du
ate study and travel: Juniors & Sol'ho
mores interested in learning about the 
Rhodes, Fulbright, Marshall, Churchill. 
Watson and Luce Fellowships are invited 
10 a workshop on Wednesday, Apri l 16th 
from noon until lpm in Winnett , Club 
Room One. Since a pizza lunch will be 
served, email the following information to 
us at /ellowJhipJ@JtarbaJe/.wltech.edu 
by Monday, April 14th, if you plan to at
tend the workshop. We need to know your 
name, major and favorite toppings or spe
cial dietary needs. 

From the FellowJhip.r Advising ami Re
sources Of/ice, x2/50, e·mail 
lauren_stolper @starbasel.caltech.cdu: 

The American Association of University 
Women offers a number of fellowships to 
women who are U.S. citizens Of pennanent 
residents, including one year post~doctoral 
fellowships and special dissertation fellow
ships. The international fellowship is 
awarded to women who are not citizens of 
the U.S. or pennanent residents who are en
gaged in full-time grade or post-graduate 
study in the U.S. A poster with a tear-off 
card that allows you to send for an applica
tion is posted on our main bulletin board. 

From the Financial Aid Office, 515 S. Wi/
Jon, second jltwr: 

The AsianlPacific American Association 
for Advancement, Inc. (4A) is accepting 
applications for their 4A San Francisco 
Bay Area Scholarship Program. 4A will 
be selecting three scholarship recipients 
who will each receive a S I ,000 scholar
ship. Eligible students must be AsianlPa
cific, U.S. Citizens or permanent residents, 
and must be enrolled full-time as under
graduate or graduate students . Applicants 
will be eval uated based on their SCholastic 
discipline, persona] achievement, and com
munity involvement. AT&T, Lucent Tech
nologies, and NCR employees and their 
children are ineligible to apply. Applica
tions are due April 15th, 1997. 

The Sunkyong Group of Korea and 
LeaderShape Inc. are sponsoring the 
"Global Leaders of Tomorrow" essay con
test. Entrants must be undergraduate or 
graduate students at the time their entries 
are submitted. Essays may be written from 
one of four perspectives: Business. Gov
emment/Law, Science, or Media/Commu
nications. Three winners will be selected 
in each of these four categories. First prize 
(one winner in each category) is $2,500 
plus a one week trip 10 Korea. Second prize 
(one winner per category) is $500 plus one 
week at a LeaderShape training program. 
Third prize (one winner per category) is 
$500. The Financial Aid Office has more 
infonnation. The deadline for entries is 
April 15th, 1997. 

The American Women's Club in SwedtD 
will be awarding a travel grant for study and 
research in Sweden. To qualify you must 
be a woman. age 18 or over and an Ameri_ 
can cicizen. You must also be accepted for 
a period of study or research at a Swedish 
educational institution or agency and show 
evidence of financial need . The completed 
application and all su pporting documenl5 
must be received by April 15th, 1997. 

The Jewish Vocational Service is accept. 
ing applications for scholarships from the 
Jewish Community Scholarship Fund. The 
scholarships are designed to provide finan
cial assistance to Jewish students who are 
legal residents of Los Angeles County, at
tending college on a full-time basis. Ap
plicants must have a 2.5 minimum G.PA., 
must be a sophomore or higher by Sep
tember 1997, and must be able to docu. 
mt!nt significant financial need . Thedead
line for submission of completed applica
tions is April 15th. 1997. 

The American EJectroplaters and Sur
face Finishers Society is offering schol
arships to undergraduate juniors and se
niors and graduate students who are inter
ested in careers in the electroplating and 
surface fini shing industry. Undergradu31eS 
must be full -time and must be majoring in 
metallurgy. metallurgical engineering, ma
teria ls science or engineering, chemistry, 
chemical engineering. or environmental 
engineering. Applications must be submit
ted by April15lh , 1997. 

The John Gyles Education Fund is of
fering financial assistance to students who 
are Canadian or U.S. Citizens. A minimum 
G.P.A. of2.7 is required for eligibility. Cri
teria other than academic ability and finan
cial need are considered in the selection 
process. Selected students will receive up 
to S3,()(X). To receive an application , send 
a stamped, self-addressed, No. 10enveiope 
to: The John Gyles Education Fund, At
tention: R. James Cougle, Administrator, 
P.O. Box. 4808, 7 12 Riverside Drive, 
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada E38 
5G4. Filing dates for mailing applications 
in 1997 are June IS , and November 15, 
1997. 

The Jewish Family and Children's Ser
vices is pleased to announce the conti nued 
availability of financial support for Jew
ish individuals and their families. JFCS 
provides hundreds of students loans, 
grants, and scholarships to Jewish students. 
Individuals may apply for up to $5,000. 
Special scholarships are available for study 
in Israel. To be eligible, students must have 
financial need, have at least a 3.0 GPA, and 
be residents of San Francisco, the Penin
sula, Marin or Sonoma counties. or the Bay 
Area. There are no deadlines-applica
tions are accepted throughout the year and 
are avai lable in the Financial Aid Office. 

The Coalition or Higher Education As
sistance Organizations (COHEAO) is 
pleased to present an opportunity for stu
dents to apply for three $ 1,000 scholarshipS 
and three $200 runner-up awards. Appli
cations and supporting documents are due 
May 151h, 1997. 
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